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The Normal Keyboard
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Primary Function.

Alternate Function.

. [ Shift Key.

Pressi first to carry out an alternate function.

Toggle Keys.

. Clear X or Clear Alpha.
Clears the entire register.

(«] Back Arrow.

Backspaces and erases one character at a time (if en-

try has not been terminated).

. Execute.

Used to execute functions and programs not assigned

to keys. See page 8 in this guide.



The User Keyboard
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1.

2.

User.
Activates and deactivates the User keyboard.

Assigning a Function or Global Label to a Key.

1. Press [Asn].

2. Press [ALPHA].

3. Enter the function name or global label.

4. Press [ALPHA].

5. Press the key to which you want the function as-

signed. (To restore a key to its Normal function,

skip step 3.)

Executing a User Function.

1. Make sure the User keyboard is active.

2. Press the redefined key.

Any key not redefined retains its Normal function

(except in the top two rows).

Local Label Searching.

If a key in the top two rows (or shifted top row) is

not reassigned, the HP-41CV will perform local label

searching if one of those keys is pressed when the

User keyboard is active. If a matching local label (A

through J or a through e) is found in the current pro-

gram, execution of the program starts there. If that

label is not found in the current program, the Nor-

mal function of that key is executed.



The Alpha Keyboard
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10.

Primary Function.

Alternate Function.

. W Shift Key.
Press [ first to carry out an alternate function.

. Append.

Press first to have the following Alpha entry be

appended to (rather than overwrite) the previous Al-

pha entry.

. Alpha.

Activates and deactivates the Alpha keyboard.

Store From Alpha.

Stores the leftmost six characters of the Alpha reg-

ister into the specified register.

Recall Into Alpha.

Recalls the contents of the specified register and

appends them to the Alpha register.

Clear Alpha Register.

(«] Back Arrow.

Backspaces and erases one character at a time (if en-

try has not been terminated).

View Alpha Register.

Used primarily as a program instruction to display

the Alpha register during a running program.



How to Execute Functions

(Alpha Execution)

If a function has its own key (whether on the Normal key-

board or the User keyboard), you can perform its oper-

ation by pressing that key—such as for [1/x]—or by

pressing the shift key and then that key—such as for [+|.

(Remember to supply any necessary numbers or labels

first.)

If a function does not appear on the keyboard—such as

[COPY]—you can perform it using either Alpha execution

or a User-defined key on the User keyboard. How to as-

sign functions to User keys is shown on page 5 of this

guide. Alpha execution is shown below:

1. Press [XEQ].

2. Press to activate the Alpha keyboard.

3. Spell out the Alpha name of the desired function, or

the global label of the desired program.

4. Press to deactivate the Alpha keyboard and

end the procedure.

If the function needs a parameter, it will cue for it with

the _ input cue.

Function Set

This is an alphabetical list of the HP-41CV functions,

including brief definitions. For page references to the com-

plete descriptions within the owner’s manual, refer to the

Function Index in the owner’s manual.

Note that usually you supply any needed operands before

you execute the function (the operator). The exceptions

are the parameter functions, which cue you for information

after you execute the function. Parameter functions are

shown below with their parameters, such as nn.



Function names printed in blue are Alpha names and use

Alpha execution or User-keyboard execution. Function

names printed in black or gold are keyboard names, and

have keys for execution on the Normal keyboard.

Function

(D)

(=D

(D)

/(D)

L] (7))

(roex] ([10%))
ABS

(acos] ([cosT))
ADV

AON

[ARCL]nn ([ARCL nn)

(ASIN] ([SINT])
[ASN]name, key

((asN])

(ASTO]nn ([ASTO nn)

(ATAN] ([TANT])
(AViEW] ([AVIEW])

Definition

Back arrow. Deletion.

Append to Alpha register.

Plus.

Minus.

Multiplied by.

Divided by.

Reciprocal.

Common exponential.

Absolute value.

Arc cosine.

Advance printer paper.

Alpha keyboard toggle.

Alpha keyboard off.

Alpha keyboard on.

Alpha recall. Append reg. nn to

Alpha reg.

Alpha shift six characters to

the left.

Arc sine.

Assign function or label to User

key.

Alpha store. Copy first six

characters from Alpha reg. into

reg. nn.

Arc tangent.

Alpha view.



Function

((BEEP))
(BsT] ((BST))

(CAT]n ([CATALOG ]n)
(CFlnn ([CFnn)

([cHs]))
((cta))

CLD

(CLP]label

((cLz))

((CLe])

((cos))

DEC

DEG

nnn

(DSEJnn

EEX

END

[ENG]n ([ENG n)

Definition

Beeper.

Back step through program
lines.

List catalog n (1 to 3).

Clear flag nn (00 to 29).

Change sign.

Clear Alpha.

Clear display of message.

Clear program specified by

global label.

Clear all data registers.

Clear summations. Clear statis-

tics regs.

Clear stack.

Clear X-register (the usual

display).

Copy ROM program specified

by global label.

Cosine.

Degrees to radians conversion.

Decimal. Octal to decimal

conversion.

Degrees mode set.

Delete nnn program lines, incl.

current line.

Decrement and skip if less than

or equal. Given ilfffec in R,

decrement il by cc and skip

Enter exponent.

End of program.

Engineering display. Use n+1

digits and powers of 10°".
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(enTER+ ((ENTERY))

Function

([e7))

[FC?]nn

LFC7Clnn

(Fix]n ([Fix]n)

FRC

(FS?]nn ([F571nn)

(Fs2Clnn

(GTOlabel

([&70 |label)

(1o]CJnnn

GTOG

HMS+

I
I

I
D

<
<

@
»

-
Definition

Separate sequential numbers.

Natural exponential.

For arguments close to zero.

Factorial.

Flag nn clear? If not, skip next

line.

Flag nn clear? If not, skip next

line. Clear flag nn.

Fixed-point display with n deci-

mal places.

Fractional part.

Flag nn set? If not, skip next

line.

Flag nn set? If not, skip next

line. Clear flag nn.

Set Grads mode.

Go to. Program branch to given

label.

Go to (dot). Move current line

to line nnn or global label.

Go to (dot dot). Move current

line to end of program memory

and pack memory.

To hours-minutes-seconds.

Convert from decimal hours.

Hours-minutes-seconds plus.

Add degrees or times.

Hours-minutes-seconds minus.

Subtract degrees or times.

To decimal hours. Convert from

HMS.

Integer part.

1



Function

[1SGnn (115G [nn)

(LasTX] ([LASTx])

[LBL |/label

([ L5Llabel)

(L] ([N])
LN1+X

(LoG] ([Log))
MEAN

o O =5

o
z

-

—_
—

-

F

- > o X

(%] ([%])
%CH

(P (=)

PSE

Definition

Increment and skip if greater.

Given iiiifffec in R,

increment iiiii by cc and skip

Recall number from LAST X

reg.

Label.

Natural log.

For arguments close to 1.

Common log.

Means of accumulated x- and

y-values.

y mod x.

Octal. Decimal to octal

conversion.

Turn off computer.

Continuous on. (Cancels auto-

matic turn-off.)

On/off toggle.

Polar to rectangular conversion.

Enter 60, then r. Returns x in X-

reg., y in Y-reg.

Pack program memory.

x percent of y.

Percent change from y to x.

Value of 7 to nine decimal

places.

Program mode toggle.

Display the message in Alpha

reg. and stop program (allowing

input).

Pause. Interrupt program for a

second.
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Function

(GE)

R/S

RAD

[RCL]nn ([RCL]nn)

(IX2))

((RTN])

(sciln ([5ciin)

(SEJnn ([5F Inn)
2+ ([z1))

(z-] ((z-))

(ZREG|nn

(SIGN]

[SiN] ((s))
[SizE]nnn

(=)
((ss1))

Definition

Roll up stack.

Radians to degrees conversion.

Rectangular to polar conver-

sion. Enter y, then x. Returns r

in X-reg., f in Y-reg.

Run/stop program.

Radians mode.

Recall (copy) value from R_.

Roll down stack.

Round.

Return program flow from sub-

routine to main program.

Scientific notation with n deci-

mal places.

Standard deviations of accu-

mulated x- and y-values.

Set flag nn (00 to 29).

Summation plus. Add data val-

ue(s) to statistical accumulation.

Summation minus. Delete data

value(s) from statistical

accumulation.

Statistics registers set to Rnn

through Rnn+5.

1 or —1 for numbers, 0 for

non-numbers, +1 for zero.

Sine.

Allocates nnn regs. to data

storage.

Square root.

Single step to next program

line.
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Function

(5T+1nn ([sTO](+]nn)

(s7-Inn ([sTO]J(=]nn)

[sT«]nn ([STO](x]NN)

[s1/]nn ((sTO](+]nn)

(570]nn ((s10]NN)

((rzs))

(AN ((TAN))
[ToNE]n

(ViEw)(Ve)
()

X=07) (x=07))

x=v2) (=57))

(G<)
v (5557)
(<Jn

(G22))

 J

Definition

Store plus. R, + x; result in

R

Store minus. R, — x; result in

R

Store multiply. R,

inR_.

nn’

nn*

X x; result
n

Store divide. R, + x; result in

R

Store copy of x in R.

nn®

Stop a running program.

Tangent.

0<n<)9.

User keyboard toggle.

Display contents of R.

Square.

Conditional. If not true, skips

next program line.

X exchange with Rcontents.

X exchange Y contents.
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Function Definition

XEQJname

([(xeq]name) Execute given function or label.

([»*]) y to the x power (enter y, then
x).

15
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Display Annunciators.

Low-Power Condition.

User Keyboard Active.

Current Angular Mode.

Digit Separator and Radix Mark: Flag 28 set.

28 reverses them.

29 removes the digit separator.

Shift Set.

(To cancel, press [ again.)

. Flag(s) Set

(flags 00 through 04).

Input Cue.

Program Mode

or program running.

Alpha Keyboard Active.

The display message MEMORY LOST indicates that

Continuous Memory has been cleared and reset.

The program execution indicator, /- , appears and moves

each time the program encounters a label.
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Organization of Memory

Data Storage Registers
  

        
R Roq Rie72)  (default allocation)00

Uncommitted Registers
  program lines

alarms

key assignments        
v

R >toR(@73 (318)

The number of uncommitted registers still available for

use is displayed at the end of catalog 1 and after pressing

[GTO-])(:]) in Program mode.

Whenever Continuous Memory is cleared, R, through

R(m) are allocated to data storage. This distribution of

registers in main memory exists until you change it by

executing [SIZE |nnn (where nnn is the number of registers

to be in data storage).
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Storing and Executing Programs

To store a program in main memory:

1. Press to activate Program mode.

2. Press c10|[-])(7] to pack memory and move to the end

of program memory.

Key in a global label of up to seven Alpha characters.

Key in each subsequent instruction.

Optional: press [¢10[-](-] to automatically add an

instruction and pack program memory.

6. Press to activate Execution mode.

If you make any mistakes, use [«] to delete individual

characters and entire lines.

To execute a program in main memory:

1. Make sure Execution mode is active (no PRGM

annunciator).

2. Start the program by executing its global label—by

Alpha execution (page 8) or by User key (page 5 in

this guide). Program execution starts at that global
label.

While the program is actually running, the PRGM annun-

ciator is on. The /- program execution indicator also

appears.

Pressing will either start the current program (from

its current line) or stop a running program. If a running

program stops to prompt for data, for example, you key in

the data and then press to continue the program.

To run (and re-run) the current program, you can simply

press 711 [R/S].
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The Catalogs

There are three catalogs ( press n) in the

HP-41CV:

o Catalog 1: User Programs. A list of all global la-

bels and END instructions, listed in the order in which

they were stored. The permanent END (.END.) shows

the number of unused registers in uncommitted mem-

ory (and therefore still available for programming).

e Catalog 2: External Functions. A list of all func-

tions and programs currently available to the com-

puter from peripheral devices, and plug-in modules.

The list of functions is grouped by source.

e Catalog 3: Standard Functions. An alphabetical

list of the standard functions.

When you execute n, the catalog listing begins.

You can stop and restart it with (R/S]. With the automatic

listing stopped, you can step through it forwards with

and backwards with [257], or exit the catalog with

(«].

Most automatic catalog listings speed up when you press

an undefined key. If a printer is attached, the catalogs will

print out in Trace mode only.
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The Flags and Their Status

 

 

0 = clearr ? = depends on other conditions.

1 = set. M = maintained by Continuous Memory.

Fla Status at

9 Flag Name Reset,
Number

Turn-On

00-10 User Flags 0o, M

You can test and alter these flags.

11-29 Control Flags

You can test and alter these flags.

11 Automatic Execution 0,0

12-20 External Device Control 0,0

21 Printer Enable ?,?

22 Numeric Data Input 0,0

23 Alpha Data Input 0,0

24 Range-Error Ignore 0,0

25 Error Ignore 0,0

26 Audio Enable 1,1

27 User Keyboard 0, M

28 Radix Mark 1, M

29 Digit Separator Mark 1, M

30-55 System Flags

You can test but not alter these flags.

31 Date Format 0, M

36 Number of Digits 0, M

37 ” 1, M

38 ” 0o, M

39 ” o,M

40 Display Format 1, M

41 ” o,M

42 Grads Mode 0, M

43 Radians Mode 0, M

44 Continuous On 0,0

48 Alpha Keyboard 0,0

49 Low Power ?,?

50 Message 0,0

55 Printer Existence ?,?   
20



List of Errors

Following is a short description of each error message.

The function that caused an error does not get executed.

You can clear an error message by pressing [(«].

Error Meaning

ALPHA DATA Nonnumeric data used.

DATA ERROR Illegal operand.

MEMORY LOST Continuous Memory has been

cleared and reset.

NONEXISTENT The register, label, or function

specified does not exist.

OUT OF RANGE Number too large.

PRIVATE Program on card or cassette is

private.

RAM The global label specified already

exists in main memory.

ROM You cannot modify a program in

ROM.

21
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